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Higher levels of the inflammatory C-reactive protein were discovered in older breast cancer survivors who experienced cognitive issues. The study is one of the first long-term assessments linking ...

Long-Term Study Supports Link Between Inflammation and Cognitive Problems in Older Breast Cancer Survivors
Scripps Research scientists have found a protein in immune cells (called neutrophils) that could be a target against harmful inflammation. An imaging technique called Stochastic Optical ...

New discovery suggests a novel strategy against harmful inflammation
Higher levels of an inflammatory marker known as C-reactive protein (CRP) were related to older breast cancer survivors reporting cognitive problems in the new study. Previous research has focused ...

Link between inflammation and cognitive problems in older breast cancer survivors reaffirmed
Scientists identify WASH protein complex as a gatekeeper of neutrophil-driven inflammation. A team led by Scripps Research scientists has uncovered key details of an immune-cell process that ...

New strategy against harmful inflammation
The "Inflammatory Bowel Diseases Therapeutics Market" 2022 Forecast to2028research provides accurate economic, global, ...

Inflammatory Bowel Diseases Therapeutics Market Growth and Future Analysis : Report 2022
Scientists are still trying to understand why many breast cancer survivors experience troubling cognitive problems for years after treatment. Inflammation is one possible culprit.

Study adds important evidence to link between inflammation and cognitive issues in older breast cancer survivors
“Our study reveals how high-fat diets trigger a cascade of inflammation in the body that involves the bone marrow,” concludes Klip. “More research is needed to understand this process ...

High-fat diets trigger inflammatory immune cell generation in bone
Vasculitis refers to the inflammation of blood vessels. Vasculitis can affect all blood vessels and can weaken them, enhancing the possibility of aneurysm. An aortic aneurysm is potentially fatal and ...

Haqqani: New research shows promise in preventing blood vessel inflammation
This inflammatory bowel disease treatment market research report delivers a complete perspective of everything you need, with an in-depth analysis of the current and future scenarios of the industry.

Inflammatory Bowel Disease Treatment Global Market Report 2022
that sleep interruption increases inflammation," lead author Filip Swirski, director of the Cardiovascular Research Institute at Icahn Mount Sinai, said in a statement."This work emphasizes the ...

Not sleeping enough may harm your immune system and trigger inflammation, study says
A Harvard hair loss researcher reveals everything to know about female pattern hair loss treatments — consider this your guide.

Female Pattern Hair Loss Treatments That Work — & The Ones That Don't
Sep 23, 2022 (The Expresswire) -- "Inflammatory Bowel Disease ... with your own data to make the market research more comprehensive in your perspective. Inquire more and share questions if ...

Inflammatory Bowel Disease (IBD) Treatment Market Outlook and Forecast 2022 To 2027 with Top Countries Data
Health~Holland has awarded close to € 800,000 to a public-private partnership between UMC Utrecht, Artizan Biosciences, Inc. (USA) and MicroViable Therapeutics (Spain) to unravel how the intestinal ...

Public-private collaboration receives grant for research on microbiota-boosted cancer therapy
Projects to embed RNA diagnostics within the Australian health system, improve timely dementia diagnoses, and evaluate immunotherapy treatments for a rare yet expensive to treat neurological disorder ...
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